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techtrends By Jim Romeo
Banking on Green
For companies such as Yakima, lifecycle assessment is the
key to reaching the double bottom line: planet and profits.
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firstlook By Ron LaFon
Xi MTower PCIe
This is no ordinary quad-core workstation; it’s the Usain
Bolt of desktops. The @Xi Computer powerhouse clocked
in with the fastest performance to date at Cadalyst Labs.
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cadalystlabsreport By Nancy Spurling Johnson
Seeing Is Believing
Gone are the days when design visualization required
special hardware and expertise. Now it’s faster, easier
— and more vital to design — than ever before.
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firstlook By Ron LaFon
RenderPRO12
Dreaming of a render farm to handle your heavy lifting?
If you have the cash and the space, great. If not, consider
a dedicated rendering module from BOXX Technologies.
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firstlook By Ron LaFon
Cintiq 21UX
Wacom’s redesigned pressure-sensitive display is a natural
for hands-on creative types — it’s highly responsive, it
provides immediate feedback, and it “just feels right.”
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cadmanager By Robert Green
CAD Manager’s Survey 2010
The recession’s impact on your duties and paycheck
might have you longing for the good old days, but there’s
some positive news this year: It could be worse.
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circlesandlines By Lynn Allen
AutoCAD for Mac Is Back!
After nearly two decades, Autodesk delivers on its
promise of a bona fide Mac experience with a native
application. But does it include your favorite features?
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userprofile By Cyrena Respini-irwin
Designing to His Own Beat
Whether strumming basslines or shaping basswood,
Dale Meiners is always guided by creative flair.
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On the cover: Christopher Sikora invented, modeled, and rendered
the NAGA Port, a surgically implanted intravascular access device for
delivering chemotherapy drugs, when his son was battling cancer. He
modeled it using Punch ViaCAD 2D/3D v6 and rendered the cover image
using Punch Shark FX v5. Sikora’s rendering was the winner of Cadalyst’s
Call for Renderings contest, sponsored by BOXX Technologies.
Cover art direction: Gwen Thomsen Rhoads



